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The Future Goals Program
The National Hockey League (NHL®) and the National Hockey League Players’ Association
(NHLPA) have partnered to launch the Future GoalsTM program, a major North-American
initiative that provides students with science, technology, engineering and math (STEM)
education opportunities. The program brings cutting-edge, digital learning opportunities
into classrooms at no cost, and prepare today’s students to be the innovators and
leaders of tomorrow.
While today’s students are surrounded by technology, there is a major shortage of
students pursuing academic and career paths in STEM related fields. In fact, data
demonstrates that North American students are falling behind their global peers when
it comes to both the technical skills they are developing and their likelihood to pursue a
career in STEM.

The Educational Experience
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Course Overview:
Length: 3-4 Hours
Level: Grades 5-8

Course Features:

 Future Goals engages students in the real-world application of key science, technology,
engineering and math topics by using the fast-paced, exciting game of hockey as a
learning vehicle.

 Introduction to
scientific thinking

 Curriculum aligns with standards established by the International Society for
Technology in Education (ISTE).

 Character building
activities

 Introduction to a variety of science, technology, engineering and math careers,
including discussions on life and academic paths that may lead to certain
opportunities.

 Incorporation of
decision making
simulations

 Students develop the technical foundation, vocabulary and skills needed to succeed in
the 21st century workforce.

 Guided narration
with real-time
feedback
 Built-in
assessments and
tracking
 Application of
skills in real-life
scenarios

Implementation and Activation
Implementing Future Goals is easy! Whether you use it as an introduction to new material, conclusion to a unit, capstone project or
flipped classroom opportunity, students can complete the course and earn their certification. As a teacher, you have access to the
following:
 Training provided by a local Implementation Manager. Teachers can get started with their students after watching a brief training
video and registering an account.
 Seamless tracking of student progress, which teachers can access from their instructor account. Teachers are able to see
individual student pre and post assessment scores and track the student’s path to certification.
 Teacher Resource Center, accessible from your instructor account. This resource center contains supplemental lessons and
materials to expand what students are learning in the course.
 24/7 tech support.
 Student Certificates, a valuable mark of distrinction are available to students upon successful completion of the course.

For more information about the Future Goals program, please visit www.futuregoals.nhl.com.

